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1a–b) Storytelling
Teaching notes

Interactive Story Presentation

Aim
• Familiarise students with story
• Pre-teach vocabulary

Materials
•
•
•
•
•

Story Ordering worksheet
Santa’s Boots story
Scissors
Glue
Colours

Procedure

Note that there is an animated
PowerPoint story that students can
follow included in the attached files.
Students can interact by reading the text
boxes at the top of some slides.

WARMER
• Read the story to the children. Use flashcards and ask them to shout out characters names.
• Hold up each character and be very expressive in your storytelling to engage students.
• When reading to small children it’s best to be familiar with the story beforehand and not read from the
paper as you tell it to them. This will hold their attention for much longer.
TABLE TIME
• Either cut out the components of the story on the Story Ordering worksheet or have students cut it out.
• Give each student the Story Ordering worksheet.
• Ask them to stick it them back together onto card in the correct order.
• Fast finishers can colour in the pictures or re-tell the story to each other.
Follow-up
• As a post-show activity tell the students the story again to help their comprehension.
• You can ask them what order we met the characters and what shoes they were given from Santa.
• Students can also draw a picture of their favourite character or part of the show, why was it their favourite?
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1a) Santa’s Boots Story

I

t’s almost Christmas and Santa is getting ready to deliver the
presents to all the children around the world. But he has a
problem: his boots have a hole in them! and he needs new ones.
Fortunately, Ellie, the shoemaker, will make new boots for him.
Ellie has been very busy because it´s almost Christmas and she
has made new shoes for everyone: flippers for Penny the Penguin,
skis for Sam the Snowman, sandals for Patrick the Polar Bear and
trainers for Rudolph the Red-noised Reindeer. Once all
the shoes are ready, Ellie starts to deliver them.
The first person to receive the new shoes is
Santa. But… wait, this can´t be right! Ellie has
brought him the wrong pair of shoes! What a
disaster! Where are Santa’s Boots? He will
need help from all the girls and boys to find
his new boots before Christmas, because
if he doesn’t find them… Christmas might
be cancelled! On this Christmas adventure
you will meet all of Santa’s friends and sing
along with them. Are you ready to help
Santa and Ellie save Christmas? Let’s go!
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1b) Story-Ordering
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2) Shoes
Teaching notes
Aim
• Teach Vocabulary related to shoes

Materials
• Flashcards
• Shoes Worksheet

Procedure
WARMER
• Drill the names of the different shoes using the flashcards
Pictionary:
• Draw part of the flipper on the board and have students guess what it might be.
• Draw the rest of the flipper and have them say the correct answer.
• Do this several times with the different shoes.
• Have students go into small groups and take it in turns to draw one of the shoes on a shared piece of
paper, and have the others guess what it is. Set a time limit so they don’t take too long.
TABLE TIME
• Handout worksheet to students.
• Call out words and ask students to point to them on the
worksheet. “Can you see the trainers? Who are the trainers for?”
• Ask students to match the rest of the shoes with the characters
• They can colour in an decorate the worksheet when they have finished
• Fast finishers can test each other on which character uses which shoe
Follow-up
• Ask students which shoes are their favourite
• Ask students which shoes are their least favourite
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2) Shoes
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3) Colour Dictation
Teaching notes
Aim
• Teach vocabulary related to Christmas and winter
• Listen and colour activity

Materials
• Colour dictation worksheet
• Colour pencils

Procedure
WARMER
• Have students shout out as many words related to Christmas as they can think of.
• Write or draw them on the board. You could get students to copy them as you draw.
• Drill the different words that they have come up with.
TABLE TIME
• Give each student the Colour Dictation Worksheet and make sure they have plenty of colours to
share between them.
• Hand out worksheets to each student.
• Call out words from the worksheet and students point to them on the worksheet.
• Call out instruction to the students to colour certain characters/objects.
e.g. Can you see the penguin? Colour his skis blue.
Follow-up
• Put students in small groups and have each one call out an instruction to their peers.
• For example, “Point to the Christmas tree”.
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4) Weather Wheel
Teaching notes
Aim
• Teach vocabulary related to the weather
• Colour and say how the weather is today

Materials
• Weather wheel worksheet
• Colour pencils
• Pins/Clips to attach the arrow (if desired)

Procedure
WARMER
• As students if they can say what the weather is like today.
• Draw some weather symbols on the board and see if they know the words.
• Elicit sunny, snowy, rainy, cloudy, stormy, windy
TABLE TIME
• Give each student a Weather Wheel worksheet.
• Students colour in each of the different types of weather.
• Students cut out the wheel and the arrow.
• Students attach the arrow to the centre of the wheel so that it can move around to the different

weather types.
• Have students set it to the correct weather for the day.

Follow-up
• Talk about different times of the year (Autumn, Winter etc) and see what students think the
weather is like, have students put it to their most/least favourite type of weather etc.
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5) Songs
Teaching notes
Aim
• To pre-teach songs to the students
• To help pronunciation
• To give a more dynamic way of drilling target language

Materials
• Printed copies of songs OR PowerPoint Presentation (see attached files)

Procedure
NB – The lyrics and audio files are all included in the PowerPoint presentation.
There are several ways to teach songs to young children. One method that works best is to teach them the
song line by line and having them listen and repeat. It’s best to add an action to go along with each line to help
their memory process.
Use games to make the song learning more meaningful:
STATUES
Sing the song and every time you stop singing the children must freeze.
CHAIN REACTION
Everyone sits in a circle with their hands-on top of each other’s in a circle. The idea is that they can clap
the hand of the person next to them which causes a ‘chain reaction’ around the circle. As they do this
everyone sings the song and when the song gets to the end who ever is next in the ‘chain’ is eliminated.
The game continues until one person is the winner.
TRAIN
Everyone makes a line behind the teacher and must follow the teacher around the class following their
actions and singing the song. If there is a confident child, they can take the lead instead of the teacher and
they must all follow him/her.
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5) Songs
3. Santa’s Boots
1. S-A-N-T-A
Red hat, white beard
Smile on his face
S-A-N-T-A, S-A-N-T-A, S-A-N-T-A
And Santa is my name-oh (repeat)

2. The Penguin Song
Penguins attention, penguins begin!
Penguins, penguins, penguins swim
Penguins, penguins, penguins swim
Flap your wings, flap your wings
flip your flippers, flip your flippers,
dive down deep, dive down deep
Penguins, penguins, penguins swim
Penguins swim!

Santa’s Boots (step, step, step)
Santa’s Boots (step, step, step)
Santa’s Boots!
He takes presents
To all the children
But he can’t do it
Without his new boots!
Santa's Boots!
He takes presents
To all the children
But he can’t do it
Without his new boots!
New boots, places to go,
Presents to deliver to
children that you know
Santa's Boots!
He takes presents
To all the children
But he can’t do it
Without his new boots.
Santa's Boots!
He takes presents
To all the children
But he can’t do it
Without his new boots!
Santa's Boots!
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5) Songs 2

5. The Weather Song

4. I’m a Happy Snowman
I’m a happy snowman
Look at me
These are my buttons 1, 2, 3
These are my eyes, and this is my nose
Hat, scarf and skiis.
Watch me go!
(Repeat)

Do you like the rain? (No, no, no)
Do you like the wind? (No, no, no)
Do you like the snow? (No, no, no)
I like the sun, I like the sun
I like the sun
It's the sun I like!
(Repeat)

6. What Colour is Rudolph’s Nose

What colour is Rudolph’s nose – Blue? No
What colour is Rudolph’s nose – green? No
What colour is Rudolph’s nose – yellow? No
It’s red, it’s red, it’s red!
(Repeat)
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6) Flashcards
Teaching notes
Flashcards can be printed out and given to the students to colour-in. These can them be glued onto card-stock
or laminated to make them more durable. They are very useful tools for the classroom and can be very
dynamic in language learning with young children. Along with ways you may normally use flashcards in your
lessons, here are some more ideas.
HOT AND COLD
A child goes out of the room, other students choose
a flashcard and then one hides it. The other child
returns. The children say the word quietly when the
‘hunter’ is far and louder when he/she gets nearer.

SLAP
Two children sot on the floor with flashcards on the
floor with flashcards around them. A teacher says a
word and the children must be the first slap the
named flashcard.

SPINNER
Spread 6–8 flashcards in a circle and you spin a water
bottle. When it stops, children name the objects to
which it is pointing. Variation, they can predict
where the bottle will land and if it doesn’t land on
that flashcard then the teacher wins.

JUMP
Spread several flashcards on the floor. Teacher names
one and child has to jump over the correct one.
When they become more confident you can make it
a sequence of two, three, and four.

WHISPERS
Display flashcards at front of the class and the students
stand in a line. Whisper a word to the student at the
front. They must whisper the word to the next student
and so on until the last one runs to the front and picks
up the correct flashcard of the word.
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MEMORY
Show 6 flashcards naming each one and then put
them face down. Ask a child to find X. You can mix
them up between turns.

This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Productions’ Santa’s Boots. For more
information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.
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SANTA
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Extra activities
Extra activities

7) Spot the difference

Look at the two pictures of the penguins. Can you find six differences?
Put a circle around the six differences.
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8) Colour by numbers - Santa
Look at the numbers on the picture and find the correct colour.
Now Colour in the picture of Santa.

1. WHITE 2. BLUE 3. RED 4. BROWN 5. YELLOW 6. PINK

7. BLACK

6
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9) Vocabulary
Verbs & Phrasal verbs
Slide down
Deliver
Help
Miss

Swim
Fly
Flap
Flip

See
Shout
Put on
Run

Find
Pack
Save

Nouns
Colours: blue, green, yellow and red
Weather: sun, rain, wind and snow
Numbers: one, two and three
Clothes: scarf, hat, buttons
Shoes: shoes, boots, skis, sandals, flippers and trainers
Body: eyes, nose, beard and wings
Animals: reindeer, penguin and polar bear
Other: workshop, Christmas, song, present, shoemaker, snowman, step, children, hurry, emergency,
shoebox, beach, elf, holes and sleigh
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